Separate modal analysis for tumor detection with a digital image elasto tomography (DIET) breast cancer screening system.
It is estimated that every year, 1 × 10(6) women are diagnosed with breast cancer, and more than 410,000 die annually worldwide. Digital Image Elasto Tomography (DIET) is a new noninvasive breast cancer screening modality that induces mechanical vibrations in the breast and images its surface motion with digital cameras to detect changes in stiffness. This research develops a new automated approach for diagnosing breast cancer using DIET based on a modal analysis model. The first and second natural frequency of silicone phantom breasts is analyzed. Separate modal analysis is performed for each region of the phantom to estimate the modal parameters using imaged motion data over several input frequencies. Statistical methods are used to assess the likelihood of a frequency shift, which can indicate tumor location. Phantoms with 5, 10, and 20 mm stiff inclusions are tested, as well as a homogeneous (healthy) phantom. Inclusions are located at four locations with different depth. The second natural frequency proves to be a reliable metric with the potential to clearly distinguish lesion like inclusions of different stiffness, as well as providing an approximate location for the tumor like inclusions. The 10 and 20 mm inclusions are always detected regardless of depth. The 5 mm inclusions are only detected near the surface. The homogeneous phantom always yields a negative result, as expected. Detection is based on a statistical likelihood analysis to determine the presence of significantly different frequency response over the phantom, which is a novel approach to this problem. The overall results show promise and justify proof of concept trials with human subjects.